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1. Participant List
Name Organization E-mail (If applicable)
Elena KOPANAROVA OECON GROUP elena@oecon.gr

Evanthia STAVROU Fix in Art fixinart.events@gmail.com

Andreas KOUZELIS Disabled Artists Movement disartmove@gmail.com

Korina THEODORAKAKI
Panhellenic Union of Paraplegic & 
Physically Disabled (PASIPKA)

info@eoka.com.gr

Maria-Louiza LAOPODI CulturePolis mlaopodi@culturepolis.org

Aristea GOUTSIOU EDRA mko.edra@gmail.com

Vasilis OIKONOMOU
THEAMA - Theater of Disabled 
People

theamaproduction@gmail.com

Stratina GALANI EPI SKOPON
christos.papas.kremmydas@gmail.co
m
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Local Action Group Report

The main objective of the local action group was to identify the situation of emerging artists in Greece
with great empyasis on the disabled and social exclused people. OECON have presеnted the results of the
research made in Greece but also initite a dicussiona bout possible topics for educational  support  of
emerging artists.

3. Agenda
Topic Owner
Introduction to the PALkonnect project OECON GROUP

Current situation and existing good practices in Creative and Cultural sector OECON GROUP

Open discussion about the situation, problems and good practices OECON GROUP

4. Discussion
Topic of 
discussion Information shared and concussions

Short reference 
to some 
common 
occupational 
characteristics 
of artists as 
they emerged 
from OECON 
Group’s 
research

Mrs. Kopanarova started the conversation by sharing briefly with the participants the
results  from  the  research  that  OECON  GROUP made  about  some  common
characteristics that artists have, regarding their professional field:
First of all, there is a different legal status for supporting groups of artists. In addition,
artists usually have a large number of different employers, an incidental employment,
unpredictable levels of income and a lot of times they depend on intermediaries. There
is  also  the  “risk  of  creative  ability”,  countless  hours  of  unpaid  work,  insurance  &
taxation issues (inequalities between EU Member-States, VAT on works of art), lack of
artists’ participation in professional associations, copyright and subsidies issues.  Mrs.
Galani commented that her organization,  “EPI SKOPON”, has made a planning about
supporting  artists,  which  identifies  with  all  the  topics  mentioned  above.  She  also
informed the participants that they will start presenting their plan to the public soon
and that they intend to host the first residence in Thessaloniki, as an open call to all
artists. Their aim is to help creative people find new professional outlets and to develop
talents and abilities in order to take a step forward.
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Accessibility / 
Inclusion

Mr.  KOUZELIS  from  Disabled Artists Movement  started by saying that, although the
basic  topic  of  the  discussion  is  about  inclusion,  there  is  no  interpretation  in  sign
language in today's conference – so a portion of people is excluded from the beginning.
Mr OIKONOMOU from “THEAMA” agreed with Mr Kouzelis, claiming that, although he
understands the difficulties and the cost, however, an accessibility service is, first of all
a means of social education and secondly a means of functional use. So, in his opinion,
even if a deaf man decided to enter at the last moment, he should be able to attend
the discussion.  The facilitators  of  the meeting,  Mrs.  Kopanarova and Mrs.  Stavrou,
answered that they invited artists from all the companies but not everyone responded.
In  terms  of  inclusion,  Greece  is  a  country  that  has  many  inequalities in  terms  of
accessibility. We consider that the artists as a whole are a vulnerable group, if there is a
disability  it  makes it  even more difficult.  Mrs.  Stavrou considers that in Greece the
cultural and creative industry is a hobby and that the space has suffered a setback,
even though the society relied on the artistic world to overcome the trauma of the
crown. There is still difficulty in inclusion, LIMINAL had helped them but in the phase
where all organisms are fighting for their viability, inclusion must be something that is
offered and is cumulative. And she is not bothered by the word vulnerable because she
considers that we are vulnerable and exposed since we take our soul out to the outside
world and accept the fires of society.
Vassilis  OIKONOMOU  THEAMA  and  educational  institution  /  workshop  of  inclusive
theater and dance education, tries to heal the gap of the inclusive artistic education
that exists in the space. Vassilis on Term inclusion, more correct is inclusion. We need
dialogue and to speak openly to all actors. His biography tells us to understand that
disabled artists «exist» and with very loud voices. They are a little tired of the inclusive
projects  that  they only  remember when there  is  a  subsidy.  He mentioned England
where  state  policy  requires  the  regular  granting  of  these  troupes.  The  part  of
accessibility also wants to mention an artistic claim. They do not have the same needs
as another group that receives a grant (the disabled artists. Many times, the movement
of  disabled artists  has asked the government to have an accessibility  fund in every
ministry,  not only  in  the Ministry  of  Culture,  but  there has been no response.  The
presence of a disabled person on stage, unfortunately, is an act of activism in the year
2021. Accessibility in the artistic space (writers, sound engineers, actors, etc.) not only
on ramps or in toilets. Then we have to see how educating the disabled not to be self-
taught.
Aristea Goutsiou: HEADQUARTERS of mental health organization art and soul festival
Mental health service recipients and artists to present their work to a wide audience /
host fine arts students with mental health recipients
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Art  and
exclusion  /
Example  of
Loxandra
Loukas  as  a
disabled actress

The disabled artist must be able to be an original creator, vulnerable groups do not
accept the term, the inclusion must be done with the disabled artists themselves. They
have  experienced  racism  through  art  itself  as  art-speech-practice.  Is  art  as  an
educational tool what we want to produce? Or should society dispel stereotypes that
hinder human inclusion? Social  exclusion is  not only for disabled artists but also for
people who do not speak Greek, social barriers, lack of access to digital tools.
GUCCIOU wants to give a step to people who are in mental health units (hospitalized) to
express  themselves.  Difficulties  in  the  implementation  of  the  festival  due  to  quint.
STAVROU in relation to art and exclusion: Just because we are engaged in art does not
mean that we have reached the brightest level of our existence, most of us in the field
of art try to find the light within us. Art, even the inclusive one, has a lot of criticism in it,
it  is hard. If I  put 4 directors in the same room, there will  be a conflict in terms of
approaches, as well as in visual arts, what is considered traditional-modern art and a
distinction  between  theater  and  performance.  He  considers  it  fair  for  someone  to
express his opinion, they do it to people without disabilities. STRATINA: It is right to
claim the rights of those who feel they are at a disadvantage. The way in which one
makes an inclusion in practice, example Dimopoulou Loksandra En dynami. She had no
idea but days ago with a lot of pride and love, Loksandra signed with the national team.
So on the one hand the teams continue to claim rights but we also think that we will
think outside the box, operating like many industries, taking into account only the idea.
To make sure to include in the project that I have AND integration / vulnerable groups.
VASSILIS:  for  Dimopoulou  and  Loksandra,  charismatic  and  self-luminous  creature  L,
there  have  been  other  actions  that  were  not  heard.  Eleni  EFTHIMIOU  had  the
experience, another director might not have accepted such a thing. Organizations are
moving  from  their  position,  initially  potential  collectives  were  talking  about  social
theater,  they  were not  deprived of  professional  rights.  Cautious at  first,  after many
dialogues, they opened their horizons to leading roles for the disabled. A movement of
disabled artists has succeeded in removing the law on diligence so that one can study in
a school of acting.

Needs

Things are changing in society. In order to achieve change, we must bring together the
decision-making centers,  the citizens, the professionals, the different categories and
develop  methodologies  to  translate  the  different  languages  (the  language  of  Mr.
KOUZELIS, the language of Evita, etc.) / bring them close to to be able to solve things.
They also realized that we need transitional stages from one situation to another and
that the organizations work together on it. Development of procedures to be able to
supply artists with this new reality (Covid / new economy / new work models / digital
transition etc.).  Open to mediation cooperation.  We need "openness",  we must be
more available. You are not going to a euro. Schedule to get money and leave. You
need to promote a collaborative idea and be open-minded. There is always the fear of
copying  ideas,  rights,  interception,  we  must  promote  the  part  of  empowerment,
empathy and cooperation.
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Influnce  of
COVID crises

OIKONOMOU answers how we lived through the period of the pandemic, as an artistic
professional organization. 1) Europeans froze for 6 months or what they did was done
with webinars / new reality in a theoretical context and tried to shape it  but many
things were missing 2) his team tried to face new reality / digitization / uploading of
their  representation on platforms. It  went well  in terms of distribution as well,  but
there  was  a  huge  fear  because  the  camera  /  film  was  different  from the  theater.
Discussion about filmed performance. We must remain open as the conditions of an
era reshape us. When habits, trends, the same economy is reshaped, we must adapt
and not stick to stereotypes.  In any case, we ourselves want to reject  stereotypes.
Regarding the training part, some were done online but the improvisation course is not
easily done online. In acting, they managed to get it online but difficulties in a part of
collaboration (asynchrony) that in the subject of theater synchronization is necessary.
We are in a coveted era and not a post-coveted, we do not know what will follow. How
can an artist live? The economic important but Europe and the Eur. Programs give you
solutions, they open new programs every 2 months,  there is i-portunus, however it
knows many artists who suffer and go through a dark period. KOUZELIS: In relation to
how  they  experienced  a  coveted  era.  They  did  not  experience  anything  different
because they always experienced exclusion. This transition was more or less familiar. It
clearly  had an impact on art,  but exclusion was a familiar  path.  We are concerned
about the digitization of art while giving the opportunity for more accessible producers,
but there is a risk that it is a single product offered and not accessible to the disabled
and thus create another kind of exclusion if they can see it in the back. Art cannot be
detached  from  the  production  that  can  happen  at  that  moment.  A  theatrical
performance should be able to be watched by everyone.

European
Programmes

i-portunus came out during the quintet, a program accessible to artists / for artistic
residences without the need for an organization. They communicated it to many, but
they did not have their artistic biography / short bio / portfolio or their artistic vision
ready in writing, so that they could present it and collaborate. We are missing this in
the industry. Elena added that there are countless platforms that you can participate in
(through a wide range of programs) but does the artist know where to enter? Does he
have a profile / CV? Not everyone has all the supplies for the program requirements (?)
B: At first it is difficult, and it seems mountainous, along the way you learn how to write
a  proposal  for  a  program.  We  need  to  focus  on  2  things  to  survive  artistically  /
creatively / collectively 21-22 as creative-cultural organizations / people: we create our
community, networking opportunities, we support our artists to decipher what is called
financial  tools  because  Greece  we do  not  have  much  so  you  go  to  more  complex
shapes. Or to be able to apply for programs that we have already brought
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Gender
Steretotypes
and righst

Regarding  the  LGBT  community,  be  especially  careful  on  the  part  of  change  /
accessibility terms things are changing and being revised internationally and we need
to  be  aware  and  not  believe  that  we  know  everything  (constant  knowledge  and
information).
KOUZELIS on civil violence: art as an educational social tool creates trends and must
create  an  embankment.  Discrimination  and  racism  are  common  to  all  socially
vulnerable people. We must have an identity in order to create tools to do something
collectively like oppressed beings.
OIKONOMOU: In the area of  civil  violence,  an increase in cases  of  violence against
women lately. 70-30 in their group, the group is led by a woman, very important, it
includes people from the LOATKI community, especially the artists must be open to it.

5. Evaluation Results
The general evaluation of the local action group organsiation was very good although it was stress out that
translator /interpretator for blind /deaf people should be enusred in future if we want to overcome their
discrimination. The situation of disabled people in Greece is not very good, as currently they still feel a lot
of discrimination during their everyday life. There are several bright examples for disabled actors involved
in film or theatre productions.
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